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POST-CAMPAIGN REFLECTIONS
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I thought the campaign went really well. It had a stunning finale, and I found that the world I
build was more robust than I gave it credit for.

The campaign started well. It was an evening campaign, which let us have the run of the ETC lab,
which created a nice, focused environment. The players seemed to like the way the campaign started
'already in progress'. The 'path' in the Resurrection Temple setting was the most rigid, and the
players therefore had no issues with completing the first thak they had to perform: getting their
memories back.

The players asked a lot about exactly how people could use touchstones, and I was glad that I had
all the answers, down to whether touchstones can be bought, and how much they cose. Unfortunately,
I didn't trust enough that players would go into this level of detail, and so I didn't create any
puzzles where the players *had to* use some of the more unique capabilities of the touchstones.

Similarly, none of the players ever died, and thus the databank and the resurrection temple and
lifestones served as nothing more than an introductory deus ex machina.

I should have made the world more dangerous. Players should have died. I should have created an
environment where at least one player would have died and had to come back. Ideally, there should
have been a very real, no 'kid glove' campaign where it's very possible that a player would be
kicked out of the game. To that end, I had expected that a player killed off beyond their number
of lifestones could still participate in the campaign non-corporially, talking to other players
through their Babelfish Extreme as they toiled in the lifestone mine.

The storytelling and the endgame were the highlights of the campaign. The players broke character
when telling their stories, resulting in such a hightened level of compelling interest that I'm
inspired to find ways to bring that level of personal identity into an RPG.

The endgame was great. Ben, who was secretly Socar with an Ulterior Motive, played his cards
*very* close to his chest. Bob decided to take the side of evil, just for the hell of it, and Evil
Ben actually *killed* Bob under the guise of stopping Bob from summoning the Burninator and ending
the world.

As Bob's life was ebbing away, Ben and Kelly had 120 seconds to cast the spell of courage before
Bob died, completing the summoning of the Burninator. Since there were physical materials and
instructions for the Courage spell, there was sprinkling of herbs, chanting, and lighting of
candles against the clock.

Ben, who secretly wanted the spell to fail, fumbled parts of the spell, while appearing to be
helping. In the end, Ben/Socar won, without anyone realizing that he was Socar all along. The
ending was excellent, and ended the story on a high note.

Also, using real candy as relics worked well. Players were torn as to whether they could eat the
candy, and tried to get extra relics so they could safely eat a few.


